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Executive Summary

Smoke alarms can help to save lives.  According to the Melbourne Fire & Emergency Services Board (MFESB) over the last three years fifty-two lives have been lost, eighty-five million dollars worth of property damage has been reported, and the MFESB has attended twenty four thousand fires (MFESB web site).  Fires can break out anywhere and any time if the conditions are correct, but much of the injury and damage from fires can be prevented if people have the early warning that smoke alarms can give. 

Existing smoke alarms are aimed at a public which consists of literate, especially English-literate, people.  People with poor English language skills, such as illiterate persons or English as Second Language (ESL) speakers, may find essential information about smoke alarms inaccessible to them.  

Scientific Services Laboratory, a government laboratory in Melbourne, Australia, requested the design of a smoke alarm informational brochure aimed at these audiences.  Through use of pictures, pictograms, and efficient layout methods, such information can be made accessible to all people, regardless of language background.

A pilot study was conducted in Worcester, MA, with a classroom of adult students, mostly ESL.  Observation of their attempts to install a smoke alarm using the included manual produced a set of concepts that needed to be tested.  These concepts included methods of visual communication, such as the amount of color or context necessary to make a function as understandable as possible.

Once in Australia, a survey was created that tested these concepts.  Several sets of pictures each tested different aspects of the same concept.  For example, to determine how much color to use in designing a picture, three pictures were presented: one in black and white, one in color, and one using color highlights.  Students were asked to choose the picture they felt best communicated the necessary information.  These students comprised summer classes at the Council of Adult Education (CAE) and Adult Multicultural Education Services (AMES).

From the results of these tests, a set of guidelines could be drawn.  These guidelines can be used when designing documents that will be accessible not only to people of average literacy, but also persons who are literacy-challenged.  The guidelines include suggestions for the use of both pictures and text in a document, as well as the visual layout.  For example, pictures should often use color highlights to draw attention to important parts of the object or activity being depicted.  Text should be placed to the right of the picture; since most languages read left-to-right, this will draw attention to the picture, and allow the text to be supplementary.  The document itself should be a six-page, folded item, allowing for plenty of room to place the text and pictures without crunching information together in a confusing manner.

The guidelines were then applied to the design of a prototype pamphlet that could communicate information to those with lower communication skills.  Six pages in length, including the cover, the document covers essential information pertaining to smoke alarms, including their function, where to purchase them, proper installation locations, and maintenance.

Abstract 
Scientific Services Laboratory commissioned a project for the design of a smoke alarm informational brochure.  The intended audience was the illiterate and people whose first language is not English, who may not feel existing alarms are accessible to them due to the complex, written instructions.  Surveys and discussions with people with poor language skills was key in generating ideas for manual design, then testing the manual with those people to develop improvements for the design and implementation of the product.
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1.0 Introduction
 
Smoke alarms can help to save lives.  According to the Melbourne Fire & Emergency Services Board (MFESB) over the last three years fifty-two lives have been lost, eighty-five million dollars worth of property damage has been reported, and the MFESB has attended twenty four thousand fires (MFESB website).  Fires can break out anywhere and any time if the conditions are correct, but much of the injury and damage from fires can be prevented if people have the early warning that smoke alarms can give. 

Families can provide their homes with greater protection simply by following the guidelines for fire protection set forth by the MFESB.  These guidelines include an escape plan for the house to ensure nobody gets trapped inside, and care when in the kitchen, as stove fires can easily break out into dangerous situations.   The MFESB always stresses the use of smoke alarms in the home because smoke alarms can lower the risk of fatal injury from fire by 71%.  (Journal of Emergency Medicine, Jan 97, p.129).

In order to make smoke alarms accessible to the general public, companies have mass-produced simplified versions of the units that commercial fire protection systems employ.  Even though these units have been greatly modified for the mass consumer, they still require some technical knowledge for the purchaser to be able to install them effectively.  Parts such as the casing and alignment of the unit must be explained in ways that the consumer can understand.  Many manuals on the market today are technical and hard to follow.  Most ordinary people do not have the technical vocabulary to understand and follow the instructions that come with store-bought battery-operated smoke alarms.  

Understanding smoke alarm directions is more difficult for people who have trouble understanding written communication.  Most instruction manuals that accompany smoke alarms are sets of written directions.  According to the Journal of Language and Literacy, a study done in 1995 showed that one in seven workers in Australia couldn't read and write well enough to improve their work skills.  (v20 n1 p6).  This figure alone raises the question of how those who lack reading skills can understand written instruction manuals for the installation of a product so critical to their safety?  The smoke alarm manuals reviewed as a part of this research project use complex words and technical statements that even people who possess developed language skills might not be able to interpret.  

The population of Australia to whom English is a second language may also have a hard time interpreting the directions that smoke alarm manufacturers provide in written English, even if they have the technical know-how.  

On behalf of the project sponsor, Scientific Services Laboratory, this group has undertaken to design an informational brochure that will accommodate these two populations and simplify the task for everyone who has problems with technical directions.  The proposed manual will follow the basic form of brochures available now, but it will be consist of detailed pictographs illustrating visually what the company is currently attempting to convey through words alone.

The final product will consist of the written paper, suggesting guidelines for new brochures and revisions for existing ones.  The proposed brochure will demonstrate how these guidelines can be applied, and cover basic information for the consumer, such as purchasing and maintaining a smoke alarm.  As the actual installation procedure varies from alarm to alarm, this step will be left to the manufacturers' manuals, though it will be made clear why it is essential these manuals require greater clarity to reach all possible audiences. 

This project is being completed as a part of the WPI graduation requirements.  According to WPI:

            The IQP challenges students to identify, investigate, and report on a topic examining how science or technology interacts with societal structures and values.  The objective of the IQP is to enable WPI graduates to understand, as citizens and as professionals, how their careers will affect the larger society of which they are a part. (Undergraduate Catalog, 1999 - 2000)

Through the involvement with SSL and the completion of the project, the group hopes to change both the Melbourne community and ourselves positively.  The IQP is an opportunity both to create a product with the potential to save lives, and to learn how to work within a corporate structure, with the community, and with each other.
2.0 Literature Review

2.1 Introduction

The road to designing a new and more accessible instruction manual included  design and the research of many different topics.  Exploration of the world of technical writing and instruction manual design was necessary to learn of industry standards and understand literacy, interface design, and effective written communication methods.  Research in these areas  led to experimentation in the field, producing positive results.  These results suggest a more effective smoke alarm pamphlet can be designed that will instruct individuals with poor English comprehension and reading skills.

2.2 Instruction Manual Language

Over the years, technology has become more advanced and complicated.  As a result, the language used to describe the technology has become less accessible to the general public. There has always been a dividing line between the languages of experts and people without specialized knowledge.  When technical writers lose sight of their audience, material such as instruction manuals for everyday household appliances aimed at the general public may be incomprehensible to them.  Authors often assume their readers are at the same reading level as the authors; yet, in most cases, even technical lay people do not share the same information and vocabulary as the authors.  Unlike their audience, authors of journal articles may have conducted research in an area for years before publishing an article.  They frequently develop their own language for describing aspects of their research and then use this language in the article, without offering any interpretation of what it means.  According to The Handbook of Technical Writing, an author must "adjust the tone of the paper to the technical level of the reader" (Lee 132).

The assumption that a reader possesses a technical vocabulary is reflected in manuals for smoke alarm installation.  A specific example can be found in First Alert's user manual for the SA301 and SA203 smoke alarms. The phrase "sensing chamber" is used often within the text (First Alert 1996) yet nowhere in the manual is a definition or picture of the sensing chamber found.  The reader is assumed to know what it is.

Instruction manuals are common violators of this general rule of writing.  The target audience ranges from the advanced technical readers to the technical illiterate to the generally illiterate.  Because they are aware of this great range of subject audience, companies often target the group with the lowest common denominator of understanding.  Doing so allows anybody to pick up an instruction manual and use it.   "They [companies] should stop expecting users to understand all the technical information" (Dugger 73).  In this context, Dugger is talking about the instructions that come with computer modems, which speak of LAN and fire proxies - terms that the general public, who need to install the modems, would most likely not understand.  Ironically, even Dugger's article, which laments the use of technical vocabulary in instruction manuals, uses unfamiliar, technical terms itself: "My suggestion is to develop a user friendly DOS and Windows text/GUI front-end where the user is shielded from the modem commands and register settings."  This example further illustrates how the technical world uses complex language to convey simple ideas.


2.3 Need for Effective Pictures in Manuals

The use of pictographs in manuals is not always effective.  While pictographs, icons, and other visual representations can more clearly explain a manual's intent, these tools are vastly unused.  When pictographs are used, they are often inaccurate representations of the items they are meant to symbolize.  In the Fyrnetics owner's manual for the PE9 model smoke alarm, one can find the following statement in chapter three of the manual: "To insure aesthetic alignment with the hallway or wall, the 'A' line on the mounting plate must be parallel with the hallway when ceiling mounting or horizontal when wall mounting" (Fyrnetics).  There is no pictograph used in the manual to clearly illustrate the meaning of parallel or horizontal.  The user must decide first what parallel and horizontal mean in the context of their homes, and then what the company's definitions for the words are.  The company assumes that the user understands their meaning of parallel and horizontal.

Even manuals that use pictographs have their own pitfalls.  Many products have similar-looking parts that cannot be easily differentiated with pictures alone.  The order in which the instructions are supposed to be followed can also be confusing when using pictographs.  An example of insufficient explanation of instructions using pictographs can be found in Sauder's instruction manual for the assembly of their 1358-110 entertainment unit.  On the first page of the manual, the author does a good job of showing pictures of each part that came with the unit.  Everything goes well until the user reaches the instructions on installing the molding 'L' to the unit.  There is another piece, 'P', which comes with the unit that is the same as the piece 'L' except in length.  The pictographs of the pieces show the same picture for both pieces.  It is left to the user to decide which piece is which.  If they choose the wrong piece, it will not be detected until other parts are added on, by which time the user must take apart what they have done and start over.   

2.4 Examples of Effective Pictographic Manuals

Not all instruction manuals are so poorly designed.  An example of a job well done can be found in many stereo receiver operating instructions.  These manuals are exceptional models of how a manual should use pictographs with words to clarify the instructions.  Stereo and digital receivers are complicated products, yet frequently they are easier to use and install than simple devices such as smoke alarms because of their unusually explicit instruction manuals.  Research of their manufacturer's techniques followed, The Technics SA-DX930/SA-DX830 AV Control Stereo Receiver and the Yamaha RX-V992 Natural Sound AV Receiver manuals were examined in depth.  In both cases the companies used accurate depictions of their products.  Both cases show exact replicas of the rears of the units with labels exactly as found on the receivers themselves.  The Technics manual also gave numbered illustrations for each instruction presented, with visual pictographs of the actions whose numbers coincided with the textual instructions.  The Yamaha manual showed similar but less intricate illustrations of the instructions.

In order to communicate complex ideas to the general public, the author can use intricate and detailed pictographs illustrating the ideas and instructions.

            There are two main purposes for illustrations in manuals... To help teach new operators and new maintenance personnel how the use the system... A technical manual should have as many illustrations as necessary for the user to be able to understand the information and to perform the procedures correctly. (Irvin 115)

The author must use the proper number of drawings and pictures to convey their message to the intended audience.  The more technically advanced the audience, the less graphics needed to convey the proper instructions.  

2.5 Principles of Effective Instructional Pictographs

On a general level, research suggests and in some instances proves that if images accompany instructions a reader or user learns more and remembers better (Lester 1995).  In his text, Lester gives an example of how pictographs can be used to supplement comprehensive text for better understanding, 

            ... Instead of showing the shrinking costs of computer hardware on a line or relational graph, the designer shows the cost differences by using smaller and smaller computer monitors." (1995)

This suggests that if a reader can associate an object with the concept being proposed and sees physical changes, such as the monitor getting smaller, then he can understand the concept more easily.  The example illustrates how using pictographs instead of a complicated set of numbers or tables can help the reader interpret the information presented.  Leslie Hussey, a contributor to the Journal of Cardiovascular Nursing, writes about how pictures can aid patients in taking their medicine and her views support the ideas of Lester:

            Illustrations aid comprehension because there is one type of memory for linguistic material and another for pictorial material - illustrations can enhance learning by giving emphasis to instruction. (Hussey, 1997)

Martin Bocker, author of A Multiple Index Approach for the Evaluation of Pictographs and Icons, agrees that pictographs are often used effectively in instruction manuals (1996).  Bocker defines pictographs as the general class of graphical signs including symbols and icons, where a symbol is an abstract representation and an icon is a less concrete simplified representation.  He lists many advantages to using pictographs instead of only text, listed in the table below:

-	They are visually more distinctive than a set of words and they are more easily recognized.
-	Their syntax and semantics are simpler than text.
-	They use little space for representing much information.
-	They have greater efficiency in denoting direction and other spatial attributes.
-	They may be subjectively preferred to text by the reader.
-	They are "international" in the sense that they are not bound to a particular language and can be understood by illiterate people as well. (Bocker, 1996)

Bocker also warns, however, that there is a risk of incorrect interpretation by the reader.  For example, he mentions how some people may take pictures literally.  One may see a person standing on a chair in a manual to install a smoke alarm and think that this is a critical part to the success of the installation.  He also mentions that the size of an object in a picture could have an effect.  For example, if in a smoke alarm manual, there was a picture of a screwdriver, not drawn life-size.  People trying to install it may think they cannot install it until they get a screwdriver that size (Bocker 1996). Despite this valid point,  based on reviewing the positive aspects and drawbacks listed by Bocker, the proper use of pictographs could effectively aid people with poor English language skills to install a smoke alarm.

2.6 Pictographs in the Workplace

Examples of effective pictographs can be found not only in manuals of consumer products, but also in the workplace.  Two examples we found were are in factory assembly of machines, and in helping health care patients.

According to In Touch, the newsletter of the Australian Association for Social Research Incorporated, fifty-two percent of workers in the manufacturing industry have what they consider poor or very poor reading skills (Literacy in the Labor Market 1998).  GE Industrial Control Systems has experimented with the use of graphical representations in their instructions to help both their employees and consumers.  Nancy Chase, author of Visual Documentation Simplifies Assembly (1998), reported on how difficult one manual specifically was to understand by those assembling the GE product. An employee stated, "Reading the document was complicated, time-consuming, and easily misunderstood" (Chase, 1998).  Beyond this, if the employee made a mistake when following the manual, the error would not be detected until the testing stage, making the product useless to the company.  The solution their engineers came up with was to include instructional pictures in the manual.

GE used software developed by Mitron Corp. to aid them in the process of making pictures for their manual.  They developed several different manuals and pictures and tested them on the employees.  After interviewing employees and observing the effects of the various manuals on their productivity and accuracy at work, they could select the manual that was most appropriate.  Evaluation of their results included "28% improvement in productivity; a 22% increase in first-pass test yields; and a 29% reduction in cycle-time, finished goods, and work-in-progress inventory" (Chase 1998).

A study using visual aids was conducted on illiterate women in the health industry.  Physicians and nurses used visual aids to communicate prescription instructions to their patients.  A control group was given instructions orally.  The other participants were asked to follow pictures and oral instructions. The researchers' goal was to see if including visuals when giving instructions to the patients would help them to remember the instructions and carry them out accurately.  They found that "including visual aids in the education phase improved comprehension and compliance when compared to a control group that did not have visual aids" (Houts, Bachrach, Witmer, Tringali, Bucher, Localio, 1998).  The article reports that the average percentage of those who used pictographs who were considered successful in remembering the instructions was 84.8% of the illiterate subjects.  In the control group, only 14.2% were successful (Houts, 1998).

The health care industry is starting to rely heavily on the use of pictures when instructing their patients, especially the elderly and those with poor reading skills (Hussey, 1997). To ease the difficulty of reading by the patient, Hussey specifically recommends the use of pictures, "Illustrations are especially beneficial in enhancing learning and understanding to all learners, especially poor readers" (Hussey, 1997).  In examining pharmaceutical companies' methods of putting together their medication brochures, it is evident that many details must be made more accessible.  For example, Hussey talks about how vital it is to identify the important information that needs to be presented.  It is essential to exclude minor details that may confuse the intended audience, "Illustrations should represent the most crucial aspects of the instructions in the text" (Hussey, 1997).  Hussey recommends doing extensive testing on people from the target group to get feedback about the amount of information in the manual. Patients can be overwhelmed with too much information, but also confused by too little instruction.  It is difficult for the experts contributing to the manual to decide the amount of information and instruction that should be in the manual. Since they are familiar with the information they may inadvertently bring bias into the developing stages of the manual (Hussey 1997).

2.7 Format by Technical Documentation

Every type of technical document has a format they must follow; instruction manuals are no exception.  According to Technical Writing for Private Industry: The A to Z of O&M Manuals (von Koenigseck, 1991), chapters of a manual must follow a specific format.  The first chapter of the manual should be descriptive.  Here, the author describes the physical aspects of the unit and the format of the manual.  Some examples of what can be found in this chapter are pictographs and descriptions of each part and a table of contents.  Chapter two is the installation chapter that contains all the instructions for the installation of the unit.  The third chapter contains information on the operation of the unit.  Chapter four is the theory of operation of the unit.  Here the author describes the inner workings of the unit to the reader.  This chapter is meant to give an understanding of the unit to the user.  After this the maintenance of the unit is described in a new chapter.  The next chapter contains the glossary and the appendices needed to further explain the unit.  Lastly come the illustrations and engineering drawings that accompany the unit.

2.8 Smoke Alarm Installation Manual Format

A review of smoke alarm manuals was necessary to determine whether or not the industry standard matches the general standard.  In all these manuals a common format was found.  The opening of the manual recommends locations for the placement of the smoke alarm.  This chapter can include recommended locations and locations to avoid.  The second and third chapters follow the general format in that the second contains installation instructions for the unit and the third contains the everyday usage and operation information. The next chapter contains the maintenance information and can be combined with the previous chapter.  In chapter 5 the limitations of the device: any information about what is commonly misinterpreted as functions of the device are addressed.  Following this in chapter 7 are some good safety habits that every household should follow.  In the next two chapters the Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) and the National Fire Protection Association (NFPA) are cited, letting the owner know the official stance on smoke alarms.  The final chapter informs the user of the company's service procedures and warranty.  The glossary and illustrations chapters outlined in the general format are contained within the other chapters of the manual.  Pictures and illustrations are used throughout the manual wherever needed, as are definitions of complicated and technical terms.

2.9 Summary of Manual Analysis

From the examples above, one can see that pictographs have not yet been effectively used specifically in manuals for smoke alarms.  Refrigerators and stereos can benefit from more visual instructions, but these are non-essential appliances, unlike smoke alarms.  For smoke alarms to be accessible to people who have poor reading skills or do not speak English, alternatives to using a text-based manual are needed.  This way, the customers can follow the instructions for installing a smoke alarm without having to fully understand the technical verbiage that is currently in smoke alarm manuals.  If more pictures are included and they are made more instructional than those in the current manuals, smoke alarm installation will be significantly easier for the less technically and functionally illiterate population as well as for those who do not speak English as a first language.  

To establish effective guidelines, successful implementations of pictographs in other areas were researched.  Although research has not been done on the use of pictographs and icons in direct relation to smoke alarm installation, there has been much research in the medical and engineering fields as well as in the area of communications.

2.10 Australian Literature Review

Before work could proceed on the design of a prototype brochure design, existing such documents in the Australian community were reviewed.  Such documents were found at the Metropolitan Fire Brigade and in the libraries of Scientific Services Laboratory.

Australian Standard (AS) 3786: Smoke Alarms deals with the technical specifications for the manufacture of smoke alarms, including batteries and connections, design and construction, and radioactive materials.  Since the consumer is generally more concerned with the final product, this technical information was not entirely relevant to creating an informational brochure aimed at the public.

AS 1670.6: General Installation of Smoke Alarms was more pertinent to such document design.  Detailing information such as proper and improper places in the house to place an alarm, it provided official information on the most effective placement and necessary maintenance that a consumer must acknowledge when using a smoke alarm.

Places where installation of a smoke alarm is recommended include one per floor, in the hallway connecting the bedrooms, or in the bedrooms if there is no such commonly adjacent hallway.  Improper places to install a smoke alarm include "dead air space" (in the corner of rooms, beneath a ceiling beam), and in the kitchen (where cooking smoke is likely to cause false alarms).  Maintenance includes testing the alarm once a month by pressing the test button; changing the batteries when necessary (at least twice a year); and cleaning the alarm grill, as dust and dirt can obstruct the smoke's detecting facility.

Existing brochures did a sufficient job of conveying the information, but did not have the illiterate audience in mind.  There was also a surplus of information and redundant sections.  For example, topics such as where smoke alarms can be purchased and how much they cost were addressed separately, and at opposite ends of the manual; it would be more effective to combine these topics into one section.  Also, some information could be eliminated, or addressed in other ways.  "How many smoke alarms do I need?" could fall under the topic of "Where in the house do I install smoke alarms?"  The actual installation of the alarm need not be covered, as this method will vary from model to model, and is best addressed by the included installation manual.  Also, devising an escape route should the house catch on fire is not directly relevant to the use of a smoke alarm, and is beyond the scope of this project.

2.11 Audience Identification

As a  prototype brochure was formed, a means to evaluate its effectiveness became necessary.  The target audience differs from the average consumer in two important regards: they lack strong English language skills, and they are primarily Australian.  Although design guidelines will be suggested with these people in mind, the best evaluators of our project will be the consumers themselves.  Therefore, interactive research methods became necessary to complete the project.  A review of these methods follows.

2.12 Need for Qualitative Research

It is important to understand the qualitative nature of the project.  Correlating the existing pamphlet designs with their effectiveness is difficult.  Study of fires that have occurred could be made, along with if the homes were equipped with smoke alarms and, if so, what information was used to obtain and install the alarm; however, such documentation probably does not exist, and would be nearly impossible to obtain. 

Therefore, participatory research would be the best way to test such a product.  One way to do so would be with focus groups.  According to Jane Farley Templeton, "Focus-group interviewing is perhaps the most frequently used form of qualitative marketing research" (The Focus Group, 1994).  Farley defines focus groups as "a small, temporary community... based on some interest shared by the panel members."

Focus groups, also known as group interviewing, evolved in the World War II era, when they were used to determine the effectiveness of morale-boosting radio programs.  The focus group experienced a resurgence in the 1980's.  Since then, they have been used to discern the cause of AIDS among certain groups, evaluate positive aspects of online management, and determine what health factors communities believe may lead to cancer.

"Community" is an important characteristic of focus groups, because they bring people from many professions and class brackets together to contribute their experiences.  Some common traits about the target audience can be assumed, but no specific generalizations can be made about them.  Getting the opinions of a diverse audience will be essential to developing a design that is useful to as many people as possible.  With a focus group, the opinions of students, teachers, and laymen, among others, can be simultaneously obtained.  Both the facilitator and the subjects are aware of each other and are prepared for the group interview.  This allows participants to express what they want and what they know as clearly as possible in depth.

Focus groups, according to Morgan (1989), are helpful when dense sets of observations on the studied area are unavailable, as is the case with visual design for smoke alarm installation manuals.  

Participatory observation is another useful method for obtaining information about a product.  This form of data gathering involves the researchers in the daily lives of the people they are studying.  Although Berg (1989) cites examples of observing drug dealers, and being lookouts for homosexual encounters at public bathrooms, nothing so risky would be necessary in this methodology.

According to "Participant Observation: A Methodology for Human Studies" (Jorgensen, 1989), participant observation is especially appropriate when "there are important differences between the views of insiders as opposed to outsiders".  Since, as stated earlier, there are important differences between the manual designers and the target audience, observing a less literate consumer following the proposed instructions would prove helpful in learning what works and doesn't work in the marketplace.

In participatory observation, the subject is not as aware of the facilitator as he would be in a direct, face-to-face focus group encounter.  The observer is more discreet, watching the subject perform without intervening.  The subject may not even be aware he is being watched.  This method offers the advantage of the consumer behaving as "normally" as possible, treating the smoke alarm and its manual as he would had he purchased it himself and brought it home to install.

Using participatory observation, the audience will play an active role in stating what constitutes a well-designed manual.  Without their feedback, it will be difficult, if not impossible, to evaluate a new design.

2.13 Support for Conclusions

The conclusions drawn from the results of the surveys administered to various classrooms as a part of this project required validation.  The guidelines achieved through this project are not anomalous, as can be verified by existing case studies.  Such studies show that other designers and documents adhere to guidelines similar to those realized in this project.

For example, Tel Design was commissioned in 1992 by the Amsterdam Olympic Games Foundation to make a series of signs representing the various events.  These pictures depicted athletes participating in events normally found in the Olympics, such as weightlifting, fencing, and bicycling.  Actions are depicted in a left-to-right manner, which is the normal reading order for many languages.  "All additional information, such as equipment, has been kept to an acceptable minimum to avoid cluttering the image" (Wildbur, 1989). 
3.0 Methodology

3.1 Introduction

The purpose of this project is to develop guidelines for the design of an informational brochure regarding the proper placement and use of smoke alarms.   The project will serve people with poor English reading skills in Australia, but ideally, the design would make smoke alarms more accessible to everyone.  To achieve this goal of a universal instruction manual, the first step was to determine which part of existing documents the target audience has problems understanding.  Second, it was to determine what method of communication would convey the information that the manufacturers intended.

3.2 Methods

Experts are one source of information used, since published information pertaining to this type of research is limited.  Interviews were conducted with experts in adult literacy to gain an understanding of what the illiterate or English as a second language (ESL) populations can interpret and what they might find difficult to understand.  Also im
